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‘T

he most powerful and courageous people I know are
the ones who bite their tongues when justification,
validation, temptation, or vengeance would have them
strike with truthful, hurtful words.’
—Richelle E. Goodrich

Speaking of Zingers ...

A Frightened People
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because after living in
Journeying Together
is a provocative term.
this country for decades,
by Hosffman
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forming families and
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and reactions. It demands
contributing to this
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asking why a person or
society, their lives will be
and religious education,
a group feels that way. It
disrupted if the program
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ends abruptly, forcing
Catholic News Service
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them to return to countries
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where they have not lived for long — and
Let me say it at the outset: Many, perhaps many do not even know.
millions, of Hispanics are frightened. Yes,
Many Hispanics, immigrant and U.S.today, in the United States of America,
born, are frightened as we witness our
many of our Hispanic Catholic sisters and
society grow too comfortable with bouts
brothers live in a permanent state of fear.
of anti-Hispanic rhetoric and even actions.
The Collins Dictionary says this
Our well-being — and that of our children
about the word “frightened”: “If you are
— is at stake.
frightened, you are anxious or afraid,
Hispanics are frightened when unusually
often because of something that has just
questioned — twice, thrice, more — for
happened or that you think may happen.”
what we do. It is frightening to live and
The deﬁnition captures well what I hear
work in environments when one’s eﬀorts
increasingly from many Hispanics in my
are not trusted or never considered good
travels throughout the United States. Their
enough.
reasons to be frightened are many, and I
In some states, many Hispanics whose
do not pretend to exhaust them in a short
migration status is irregular are frightened
column, yet allow me to mention a few.
and avoid going to church, restaurants or
Countless Hispanic children and spouses, malls. Many even avoid stepping outside
mostly women, are frightened when faced
of their homes for fear of being targeted by
with the deportation of a loved one who
immigration or law enforcement oﬃcers.
provides for them. It is frightening to know
It is frightening for many Hispanic
that one’s family may be separated and
Catholics to realize that some of their
perhaps never reunited.
pastoral leaders are guided more by
It is frightening when many Hispanic
partisan politics and ideology than by a
children realize that they may end up in
commitment to Gospel-inspired pastoral
the foster care system and never see their
care. Sometimes they receive the scraps
parents or relatives again. It is frightening
of what is oﬀered to other Catholics;
to arrive in a country as a child, like the
other times they are not even welcomed.
tens of thousands of Latin American
Although such negative examples are not
children in recent years, and spend months, the norm, they do exist.
perhaps years in a detention center.
All circumstances leading people to live
Hundreds of thousands of young
in a permanent state of fear constitute a
Hispanics whose entire lives depend on
direct aﬀront to their dignity as children
provisions like the Deferred Action for
of God and to their most essential rights as
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) are frightened human beings.
because their entire futures depend on
Nearly two-thirds of Hispanics are
the whims of a few, usually wealthy and
Roman Catholic. The fear of these sisters
privileged politicians, playing partisan
and brothers is the fear of the Church in
roulette in the comfort of their oﬃces.
this country. We need to talk about these
About a quarter-million Hispanics
matters as a community of faith. Being
with Temporary Protected Status (TPS),
Catholic in the U.S. demands standing in
the majority Salvadorans, are frightened
solidarity with those who are frightened.
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Hitting a thumb with a hammer or dropping a weight on a foot,
watching a late inning collapse in the last game of the World
Series, can bring out some colorful utterances that remind us of
the language expected from a
Charitably Speaking
longshoreman – not many of
those in the Rockford Diocese
by Patrick Winn
– or cartoon captions with
Director, Rockford Diocese
anger symbols. We give those
Catholic Charities
a pass. But deliberate insults,
however artfully crafted, can
usually be avoided. How many
pwinn@rockforddiocese.org
times do we have to just get
something oﬀ our chest, irrespective of the harm inﬂicted? (See
Father Ken Wasilewski’s column of Aug. 10, 2018.) How many
public hearings do we attend planning an attack with verbal
weapons to deploy against opponents?
Unprofessional conversations or disrespectful discussions are
never mandated. Words that veritably drip with sarcasm impede
issue-oriented debates and can cause actual, physical stress. Not
that politeness need be shallow. As Supreme Court Justice Sonia
Sotomayor said, “Being polite should not be mistaken for being
afraid.” We can always agree to disagree during policy debates,
but “little said is easily mended” is still profound and accurate.
In the honorable quest for civility, we would do well to monitor
our own phrasing and determine the subliminal messages we
send, whether or not intended. Some common phrases carry
subtle but insulting implications. For example:
With all due respect ...
Do you follow me?
No offense but ...
Really and truthfully ...
To tell you the truth ...
In all honesty ...
Frankly ...
Fairly (or really) unique
Gave 110% effort
Regardless —
irregardless

I literally ...

Said usually when respect is neither
given nor due.
Thanks for asking if I’m stupid.
Prepare to be insulted. (Best used
with #1 above.)
Effectively implies that the speaker
is not usually to be believed
But unique is unique.
Can’t be done.
“Regardless” and “irrespective” are
real words, synonyms; “irregardless”
is not. But, if someone needs to negate “irrespective,” or “regardless,”
a friend suggests the non-word:
“disirregardless.”
Fill in the blank: died laughing;
could eat a horse; lost my mind. In
all honesty, some ugly scenes get
conjured up, none of which could
literally be true, even with 110%
effort, and disirregardless of how
really unique the situation is. With
all due respect, follow me?

With election campaigns recently passed but seemingly always
upon us, we may not be able to control political invective, but
we can resolve to engage in policy-centered, substantive debates
that cast more light than heat on issues. In our haste to cleverly
lash out at those with whom we disagree, a slight pause, a deep
breath, and disengaging the attack mode may be diﬃcult.
But we are called to be better than that. We can be civil. We
can be kind.
Sure feels good to get all that oﬀ my chest.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
— The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

